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Abstract. A fast electronic circuit for separating simultaneously produced scintillation 
and Cerenkov radiations is described. In the design of the circuit, use is made of 
the fact that the decay time of the pulse of scintillation radiation produced in the 
plastic scintillator is longer than that of the Cerenkov radiation emitted in the 
radiator or the light guide of a scintillator detector. Different decay times of the 
two pulses lead to different slopes of their respective trailing edges. The circuit 
selects one of these pulses by slope comparison and provides an output whenever the 
selected pulse is present in the radiator. 

1. Introduction 

In many experiments, the separation of scintillation and Cerenkov radiations simul- 
taneously produced in a scintillation detector is desirable; otherwise the particle 
detection becomes complicated. For example, in the light guide of a scintillation 
detector, Cerenkov radiation may be emitted due to the passage of the fast particles 
through the light guide of the detector, and the Cerenkov pulse must be separated from 
the scintillation pulse. Several methods have been devised to accomplish this separation 
of the pulses. 

In one of the methods, the uni-directional propagation property of the Cerenkov 
radiation at small angles from the track of fast moving particles in the radiator was 
utilizedl to separate it from isotropically produced scintillation radiation. In a cosmic 
rays experiment, in which the above principle was utilized, following two main diffi- 
culties were faced : 

(a) The number of photoelectrons produced due to Cerenkov radiation is much 
less than that produced due tosthe scintillation radiation. 

(b) Amount of data taken in the cosmic rays experiment was not large enough 
to enable high statistics data analysis. To overcome this difficulty, high energy fast 
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particles emerging from the Nimrod, a proton synchrotron at the Rutherford Labo- 
ratory, U.K., were utilized3 as the source of these radiations. However, wide spread 
of the pulse heights made it difficult to separate them. 

In another method, the fact that the rise time of the pulse produced due to 
Cerenkov radiation is faster than that of the pulse produced due to scintilbtion radiation, 
was utilized3. In general, in a radiator, scintillation radiation produces more light than 
the Cerenkov radiation. Consequently, the pulse height of the scintillation radiation 
is larger than the pulse height of the Cerenkov radiation. However, the output 
pulses of the photomultiplier tube (PlMT) were reflected, delayed and combined with 
original pulses. As a result, the resultant of the original pulse and its reflected 
(inverted) and delayed pulse were reduced both in pulse height and width depending 
upon the amount of delay used. So, both kinds of radiations could be distinguished 
by the shape and the size of the resultant pulse. In order to introduce the fine 
delay and reflect the PiMT pulse, a clip was made simply by soldering both wires of 
a co-axial cable at one end and the other end of the cable was plugged in one of the 
outputs of the PMT ( I  ft of the cable = 5 nano second). A three inch long clip, 
which introduced a delay of 1.25 nano second, was found best for separating simul- 
taneously produced scintillation and Cerenkov radiations. 

2. Circuit Dctafs and Discussion 

A fast electronic circuit is used to separate the two simultaneously produced radiations. 
The technique employed in this circuit depends upon the fact that the decay time of 
the Cerenkov pulse is smaller than that of the scintillation pulse. For example, 
typical decay times for scintillation and Cerenkov pulses are of the order of 3-5 nano 
second and 1-2 nano second respectively (Fig. 1). Therefore, the circuit is designed 
in such a way that it triggers only after the pulse has reached its peak and has started 
to decay, thus making it possible to compare the decaying edge of the pulse with a 
pre-determined refererce. 

This fast electronic circuit is basically a slope comparator. It compares the slopes 
of the decaying parts of these pulses. An output is provided by the circuit when the 
slope of the decaying part of the pulse is comparable to a pre-determined reference 
slope. For example, if it is desired to count the scintillation pulses, (rejecting any 
Cerenkov pulses at the same time) values of the circuit parankten are so assigned as 

Figure 1. Typical PMT pulses due to scintillation radiation (Pulse-3) and Cerenkov, 
rsdiation (Pulse-I). 
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to produce a reference slope which is in the range of the slope of the selected pulses. 
The setting of the reference slope is achieved by adjusting the value of the resistor R 
(Fig. 2). The block diagram in which a PMT pulse is soitably amplified and is 
processed by a slope comparator is shown in Fig. 3. 

The slope comparator is shown in Fig. 2. It  is constructed from a high speed 
voltage comparator of the type pA 710 which has a propagation time of 40 nano 
second4. The signal ei from the PMT amplifier is applied through a capacitor C of 
suitable value to the inverting input of the op-amp. Another voltage signal ER called 
the reference voltage is applied to the same inverting input through a resistance R. 

The two signals together force a non-zero current to flow into the comparator input. 
Under these conditions, the comparator output is driven to one of two voltage limits 
i.e. + VZ or - VL (Fig. 4). Whenever the rate of change of the signal ei (i.e. deldt) 
exceeds a constant, which is set by the values of the resistance R, capacitor C and 
the reference voltage ER, the output of the comparator changes the states. The current 
developed in the capacitor C by the signal ei is compared with that produced in the 
resistance R by the reference signal ER; and switching occurs when the combined current 
changes polarity. Since this change takes place at the zero current crossing, the 
change of the state is governed by the equation : 
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Figure 2. Slope Comparator. 
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Figure 4. Typical output pulse of the slope comparator. 

The output from the comparator is shown in Fig. 4. With 5 volt Zener diode's in the 
feedback loop of the op-amp circuit, a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) co~llpatible 
output is obtained for easy interfacing with a counter. Reference voltage ER is applied 
through a set-reset gate which itself is operated by the negative going edge of the pulse 
from the PMT amplifier. The propagation time of this gate together with a suitable 
delay circuit provides the required delay of the order of c? 2-3 nano second (Fig. 3). 

The output of the comparator changes the state only if the time constant of the 
signal ei is comparable to that set by the value of capacitance C and resistance R. 
Output (pulse A) from the comparator is fed into a two input AND gate and second 
input (pulse B) to this gate obtained from the PMT amplifier (Fig. 3). The And-gate 
provides an output only when both of these pulses (Pulses A and B) are present. This 
makes it possible to separate the scintillation pulse from the Cerenkov pulse. The 
presence of any of the selected pulses is then counted as an event by the counter. 

3. Conclusion 

The fast electronic circuit described in the paper makes use of the decaying part of 
the scintillation or the Cerenkov radiation pulses. The slope of one of these pulses 
to be counted is compared by a slope comparator which gives an output only when 
the selected scintillation or the Cerenkov pulse is present. This pulse is then counted 
by a counter after passing through a suitable gate. By a simple readjustment of the 
comparator parameters, the circuit can be made to select either of these pulses as 
required by the experiment. 
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